
Mon� Men�
United Kingdom, South Bucks

+447775511238 - http://monkrestaurant.co.uk/

A comprehensive menu of Monk from South Bucks covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about Monk:
we called 40 minutes before the arrival to book a table for two, on a Saturday night. very efficient service and

very concentrated personal they could book us a table, although they were so busy. the ambiente was so
beautiful and eating was amazing! we ordered mixed grill, arehu aloo, sorkha khutte and lamm momo, all

amazing tasty and the momo were so juicy! the personal was so professional and did amazingly good in... read
more. You can use the WiFi of the restaurant at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit

outside and be served. The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs
or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Monk:

Fantastic food but terrible service. Twice now i have called because the food had taken over two hours to arrive,
and twice they hadn’t processed the order at all. The food is amazing, but the business side of the operation is

appalling. read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The
imaginative Asian fusion cuisine of the Monk from South Bucks - a delicious combination of traditional and the
unexpected, there are also fine vegetarian recipes on the menu. The meals are prepared according to typical

Asian style.
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